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One final major issue with cross-border research when you have a wealthier country doing research in

poorer country is this: "what are the ethical complications that arise when you're running a research

study in a context where the background standards of care are quite low?" More specifically, is it OK to

run a research study where the standard of care that you offer inside the study is lower than the

standard of care would have been if you were back in the home country again?

I want to talk about a set of research studies that was done to address the global problem of vertical

HIV transmission from mother to child during pregnancy and labor. "Vertical transmission" is

transmission down a generation and during pregnancy and labor, if the mother is HIV positive and there

are no measures taken, the rate of vertical transmission is very, very high: typically 30 to 50%.

On the other hand, we can virtually completely prevent vertical transmission, if we use the cutting-edge,

state-of-the-art, so-called "076 retro-viral protocol." However, the 076 protocol is completely and totally

unrealistic for a developing world, low-resource context. It's much, much too expensive and pregnant

women in those cultures don't have anything like enough regular contact with the health care system in

order to sustain this solution.

What researchers did was develop a short course, which really only required one quick intervention

during labor and one quick intervention right after labor. It was dramatically cheaper and dramatically

easier to deliver, not only because it only required two interventions, but because labor and delivery is

the time when women were most likely to actually make contact with the health care system.

It wasn't going to be nearly as good as the 076 protocol. It was not going to prevent nearly as many

babies from being born HIV positive as the 076 protocol. That wasn't even the hope.

So the question was not, "is the short course as good as the full course?" The question was, "is the

short course enough better than doing nothing that it's worth making available to these women in a

situation where resources are very, very, very scarce?" So what they did is they went into countries, like

Kenya, and they ran placebo trials where some women received the short course during labor and

delivery and other women received a placebo. And they found that, indeed, the short course provided

some benefit, though not as much as the 076 protocol would have provided.
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When this study came out, there was a huge uproar with some people claiming that this was clearly a

horrifically unethical study on a level with Tuskegee and others claiming that, not only was this an

ethical study, that it was important an much needed study, and how dare it be criticized. There was a

bioethics war.

On the one hand, I think that what made a lot of people recoil was simply this-- these researchers came

into a situation where they knew that a large number of babies were going to be born with HIV and that,

in that setting, HIV was often a death sentence because there were no good medications available after

these babies contracted it for controlling it. And these researchers held in their hands kind of literally the

tools to prevent those babies from being born with HIV, the tools to save lives. And they knowingly

withheld that treatment and allowed those babies to be born knowing that they would be born HIV

positive.

And there's something very difficult about reconciling ourselves to the idea that it could possibly be

ethical to go into that situation holding on to what's needed to save babies and not do it in the name of

research. Such a study could never in a million years has been conducted in the United States where

women had access to the full protocol. You could never give HIV positive pregnant women a placebo in

the United States. So why was it OK to go to Kenya and give HIV positive women a placebo there?

These were things that were ethically troubling about the study.

On the other hand, what is the alternative? It seems like, if we don't allow this kind of study, then what

we're saying is we can never do research to develop locally appropriate solutions, that we can only do

research to develop first-world maximally good solutions that will be available to the kinds of people who

can pay a lot of money for them and have a lot of contact with health care professionals.

What they needed to know was-- how much better was the short course treatment than doing nothing

at all? Which was the current situation that these women were facing. If you had compared the short-

course treatment to the full long-course treatment we would have been answering a very different

research question, namely "how much worse is the short-course than the long-course?

But that was not a research question that was of interest to Kenyans because the long course was not

going to be an option for them. So that study would not have given us the high-quality data that we

needed in order to make good quality policy decisions about whether to make that treatment available

to those women.
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There's a general difficult issue here, which is, "how do we do research ethically under highly non-

optimal conditions?" How do we do research ethically when we don't want to abandon people or exploit

them, but we recognize that a lot of the treatments that are available to the researchers and to citizens

from the researchers' home countries are simply not going to be available to the people they're study.
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